CHENNAI – PONDICHERRY
APPLICATION PROJECT LIST 2018 – 2019

ANDROID APPLICATION

MICI18-001. EPLQ: Efficient Privacy-Preserving Location-based Query over Outsourced Encrypted Data
MICI18-002. Attendance Management System app for Android
MICI18-003. Location Based Alarm
MICI18-004. Android app for shopping cart
MICI18-005. Android app for wound assessment
MICI18-006. Android app for bluesaver
MICI18-007. College management app for android
MICI18-008. Doctors appointment app for android
MICI18-009. Android app for grocery shopping
MICI18-010. Hospital management system app for android
MICI18-011. Android app for shopping mart
MICI18-012. Android app for shopping inventory
MICI18-013. Android app for Indian classical dance Bharathanatyam
MICI18-014. Advanced Gps Location Finder to Identify Hospital Location and Atm Location
MICI18-015. Android Event Scheduler/Reminder
MICI18-016. Expense Manager
MICI18-017. Text Editor
MICI18-018. Hospital Management System
MICI18-019. BACKUP AND RESTORE APP
MICI18-020. Weather Forecasting Application in Android
MICI18-021. File Manager Application In Android
MICI18-022. Sms Manager Application In Android
MICI18-023. Kisan Seva Android Application
MICI18-024. Distributed Secret Sharing Approach With Cheater Prevention Based on QR Code
MICI18-025. Starting Any Applications Via Launcher In Android
MICI18-026. Emergency Breakdown Services
MICI18-027. Two-Level QR Code for Private Message Sharing and Document Authentication
MICI18-028. Preserving and prolonging students information in college using android application
MICI18-030. Android Based Mobile Application Development and its Security
MICI18-031. Self security through gps based protection system
MICI18-032. SmartPhoto: A Resource-Aware Crowdsourcing Approach for Image Sensing with Smartphones
MICI18-033. Accident tracking app for android mobile
MICI18-034. Advanced Application Locker
MICI18-035. Android-based attendance management system
MICI18-036. AppShell: Making Data Protection Practical for Lost or Stolen Android Devices
MICI18-037. Bus tracking application in android application
MICI18-038. Design and implementation of offloading and Onloading learning system in android
MICI18-039. Drowsy Driver Detection using Representation Learning
MICI18-040. Farm crop management system using android
MICI18-041. Government Scheme Alerting System Using Android
MICI18-042. Gps location tracking for women welfare android application
MICI18-043. Leaf Disease detection in Android
MICI18-044. library management application using android
MICI18-045. Mobile Crowdsensing: Current State and Future Challenges
MICI18-046. Online small scale shop management
MICI18-047. Online Tollgate payment in Android
MICI18-048. Pattern Lock Using MMS in Android
MICI18-049. Rescue Wings: Mobile Computing and Active Services Support for Disaster Rescue
MICI18-050. Smart phone based student related processing system
MICI18-051. Staff attendance system using google maps
MICI18-052. Steganography encryption standard for android application
MICI18-053. Vulhunter: Toward Discovering Vulnerabilities in Android Applications
MICI18-054. Offline Course Learning System
MICI18-055. Genuine Buyers Management in People Online Bazaar
MICI18-056. Blood Bank System in Android
MICI18-057. TOURIST GUIDE SYSTEM APP
MICI18-058. STAMP: Enabling Privacy-Preserving Location Proofs for Mobile Users
MICI18-059. Business Card Maker
MICI18-060. Hotel application in android
MICI18-061. Automobile Spare Shop
MICI18-062. SuperMarket Control System
MICI18-063. My Memoir (Android App)
MICI18-064. Travel Guide (Android App)
MICI18-065. Vehicle Service Remainder
MICI18-066. EXAM HALL SEATING ARRANGEMENT SYSTEM
MICI18-067. Enthusiastic Tale Reader
MICI18-068. Pay EB bill (Android app)
MICI18-069. Civil Registry (Android App)
MICI18-070 Identifying Leaf Disease with the Comparison of Local Server in Android
MICI18-071 QR Code Authentication based Goods Delivery System
MICI18-072 Pattern Lock Intrusion Detection Scheme in Android
MICI18-073 BANKING ACCOUNT SOCIAL AWARENESS APPLICATION IN ANDROID
MICI18-074 Online Examination (Voice Control)
MICI18-075 FISHER MAN PROJECT
MICI18-076 IoT Based Soldier Navigation and Health Monitoring System
MICI18-077 REDD Platform a smart grievance redressal system
MICI18-078 Spot the tribal youth talent in the Sport
MICI18-079 Vegetable Wastage Selling Product
MICI18-080 VOICE ASSISTANT FOR VISUALLY INPAIRED IN ANDROID
MICI18-081 Product Billing System in Android
MICI18-082 Government Canteen Confirmation System
MICI18-083 SMART VOTING Using Android
MICI18-084 Campus Recruitment System in Android
MICI18-085 E-Tool for Online Purchase
MICI18-086 Tourist place of Bradford City in Android
MICI18-087 Local Tour planning in Android
MICI18-088 Text to Speech (Android App)
MICI18-089 Android malware detection and prevention based on permissions
MICI18-090 Deployment of IoT based smart security and monitoring device for Agriculture
MICI18-091 Crime management System
MICI18-092 Mobile Distributed system for personal security
MICI18-093 Scheduling application for android
MICI18-094 A Classroom Scheduling Service for Smart Classes
MICI18-095 Cloud-Based E-Health Systems: Security and Privacy Challenges and Solutions
MICI18-096 Online System for skill training & employment including management of details of skilled people with disabilities

.NET PROJECTS (ASP.NET WITH C#)

MICI18-002. Secure Data Hiding Through Image
MICI18-003. Carrier Management System
MICI18-004. Hospital Management System
MICI18-005. Mapping Bug Reports to Relevant File
MICI18-006. Road Accident Maintenance System
MICI18-007. Inference Attack on Browsing History of Twitter
MICI18-008. Tourism Management System
MICI18-009. Online Shopping Cart Management System
MICI18-010. Online Restaurant Management System
MICI18-011. Online Grocery Shop
MICI18-012. Online Art Gallery
MICI18-013. Billing System for School
MICI18-014. Online Sports Website
MICI18-015. Credit Co-Operative Society Software with SMS
MICI18-016. Transportation System For Online
MICI18-017. Online Library Management System
MICI18-018. Address Book
MICI18-019. Online Car Selling Site
MICI18-020. Attendance Management System
MICI18-021. Google Currency Converter
MICI18-022. Top-K Ranking System
MICI18-023. Online Salon System
MICI18-024. Online Discussion Forum
MICI18-025. Online Placement Management System
MICI18-026. Online Examination or E-Learning System
MICI18-027. Online Voting System
MICI18-028. Expense tracking System
MICI18-029. Online Library Management System
MICI18-030. Truck Monitoring System
MICI18-031. Online Photo Album
MICI18-032. Teacher Evaluation System
MICI18-033. Graphical Password to Avoid Shoulder Surfing
MICI18-034. Airline Reservation Using Thumb Checker
MICI18-035. Student Information Maintenance System
MICI18-036. Movie Recommendation System
MICI18-037. Blood Donation Maintenance System
MICI18-038. Track your Courier
MICI18-039. Crime Record Management System
MICI18-040. E-Post
MICI18-041. Church Maintenance System
MICI18-042. Profit-Making Advertisement System
MICI18-043. Parent and Teacher Tracking System
MICI18-044. Smart Lecturer
MICI18-045. Vehicle Showroom Management System
MICI18-046. Stock Holding or Inventory Management System
MICI18-047. Home Shopping System through Online
MICI18-048. Employee payroll Maintenance System
MICI18-049. Insurance Management System
MICI18-050. Agriculture Assist
MICI18-051. Multi-Banking System
MICI18-052. Click Based Image Re-Ranking System
MICI18-053. Tour Recommendation System
MICI18-054. Image Encoding and Decoding
MICI18-055. File Splitting
MICI18-056. Feedback Management System
MICI18-057. Cargo Management System
MICI18-058. Fast Food Ordering System
MICI18-059. College Management System
MICI18-060. Job Portal
MICI18-061. Jewellery Management System
MICI18-062. Visitor Maintenance System
MICI18-063. Defect Tracking System
MICI18-064. Water Tank Billing System
MICI18-065. Secure File Transfer System
MICI18-066. Range Aggregation in Location Based Queries
MICI18-067. E-Health Maintenance System
MICI18-068. Modern Book Shop
MICI18-069. ERP System
MICI18-070. Bug Tracking System
MICI18-071. Time Management System
MICI18-072. Airticket Booking System
MICI18-073. Tour Maintenance System
MICI18-074. SMS based Student & Parent Intimation
MICI18-075. Smart Appointment Scheduling
MICI18-076. Honey word based Password system
MICI18-077. ORDER PROCESSOR SYSTEM
MICI18-078. WEB ALTER SYSTEM
MICI18-079. Search Rank Fraud and Malware Detection
MICI18-080. WEB BASED PROFILE SYSTEM
MICI18-081. Dynamic Virtual Keyboard Authentication
MICI18-082. Automatic Question Paper generate
MICI18-083. Civil Registration System
MICI18-084. Online Study and Quiz Application (GODEV QUIZ APPLICATION)

.NET PROJECTS (C#)

MICI18-001. Customer Relationship Management
MICI18-002. Investment Management System
MICI18-003. Real Estate Management (Plot Sell Management System)
MICI18-004. Car Rental System
MICI18-005. Student Information System
MICI18-006. Scientific Calculator
MICI18-007. Repairs Management System
MICI18-008. Inventory Management System
MICI18-009. Gym Management System
MICI18-010. Sales and Inventory System (Fashion Store)
MICI18-011. Dental Management System
MICI18-012. Chat and Call Application with Encryption and Decryption
MICI18-013. Clinic Management System
MICI18-014. Hotel Reservation and Billing System using
MICI18-015. CGPA Calculator
MICI18-016. Contact Management System
MICI18-017. Item Delivery System
MICI18-018. Video Rental System
MICI18-019. Student Exam Seat Arrangement System
MICI18-020. Class Scheduling and Time Tabling System
MICI18-021. Face Detection Concept
MICI18-022. Establish Peer to Peer Communication in WSN
MICI18-023. Smart Health Monitoring System
MICI18-024. Information Content – Based Sensor Selection
MICI18-025. Digital Signature or Stenography
MICI18-026. Card based Security Access System
MICI18-027. INGENIOUS PARKING SYSTEM USING IOT
MICI18-028. Online Agricultural based Home Shopping & Guidance system
MICI18-029. EXAM AUTOMATION SYSTEM
MICI18-030. Credit Card Fraud Detection
MICI18-031. Data Recovery
MICI18-032. College Feedback System
MICI18-033. Charity Endowment Provision system (Endowment Provisioning System Using AI)

.NET PROJECTS (VB.NET)

MICI18-001. Student Information Management System
MICI18-002. Payroll System
MICI18-003. Sales and Inventory Management Software
MICI18-004. Lending Management System
MICI18-005. School ERP System
MICI18-006. Hotel Management Software
MICI18-007. Small Laboratory management system
MICI18-008. Hotel ERP System
MICI18-009. Simple Library System
MICI18-010. High School Monitoring System using Barcode and SMS Notification
MICI18-011. Pharmacy Point of Sale and Inventory System
MICI18-012. Real Estate Management System with SMS Notification
MICI18-013. Computerized Tourism Information System
MICI18-014. Local Government Staff Promotion System
MICI18-015. Customer Queue Management System
MICI18-016. Sale and Stock Management System
MICI18-017. Clinic Management System Dentist
MICI18-018. Bee Keeping Management System
MICI18-019. Employees Information and Leave Monitoring System
MICI18-020. Farming Tools and Equipment Inventory System
MICI18-021. School Grading System VB.Net
MICI18-022. Restaurant Billing Software
MICI18-023. Temperature Converter
MICI18-024. Event Management System
MICI18-025. Tuberculosis Diagnosis System
MICI18-026. Documents Management System
MICI18-027. Transportation Management System
MICI18-028. Advanced Guest House Management System
MICI18-029. Record Keeping System
MICI18-030. Design And Implementation of SIM Card Registration System
MICI18-031. Course Advisor
MICI18-032. District Management Information System
MICI18-033. Wage Calculator
MICI18-034. Simple Car Rental System using VB.net
MICI18-035. House Rent System
MICI18-036. Stationary Information System
MICI18-037. Picture Manager
MICI18-038. Employee Register and Record System
MICI18-039. Monthly Payment Calculator
MICI18-040. Cinema Reservation System Using MS Access
MICI18-041. Docket Management System
MICI18-042. Driving Licence Management System
MICI18-043. Child_Care Information System
MICI18-044. Automated Teller Machine System
MICI18-045. Folder lock App
MICI18-046. Loan EMI Calculator
MICI18-047. E-voting System
MICI18-048. Daily Report Analysis
MICI18-049. Civil Registry
MICI18-050. User Time-In System
**PHP PROJECTS-1**

MICI18-001. Complain Management System.
MICI18-002. Courier Tracking Management System
MICI18-003. College Symposium Management System
MICI18-004. Darshan Booking System
MICI18-005. College Attendance Management System
MICI18-006. Hostel Management System
MICI18-007. OLX System
MICI18-008. Online Task Management System.
MICI18-009. Online Matrimonial System
MICI18-010. Online University.
MICI18-011. Event Management System
MICI18-012. Internal Grading System
MICI18-013. Online Mobile shopping System
MICI18-014. Stock Holding Management system
MICI18-015. Online Temple Booking System
MICI18-016. E-Post Office System
MICI18-017. Human Insurance Administration System
MICI18-018. Human insurance administration.
MICI18-019. Virtual Classroom System
MICI18-020. Semantic Web-Based Student Information System
MICI18-021. Facebook Like application System
MICI18-022. Mobile Store System
MICI18-023. Result Analysis System
MICI18-024. Online product Opinion and Ranking System.
MICI18-026. Chat application system in PHP
MICI18-027. Home appliances online purchase.
MICI18-028. Tagging in online social networks.
MICI18-029. Train Ticket Booking System
MICI18-030. Textile Shop System
MICI18-031. Water Billing System
MICI18-032. Identity Card Processing System
MICI18-033. Online voting System
MICI18-034. Parking allotment system
MICI18-036. Advance Company Account System.
MICI18-038. E-Tutor Online Jobs.
MICI18-039. Finance Portal System
MICI18-040. Freelancer Job.
MICI18-041. MNC leave management system.
MICI18-042. Online auction bit
MICI18-043. Question Answering System for an Effective Collaborative Learning
MICI18-044. Searching an image from websites.
MICI18-045. Secured data Collection method.
MICI18-046. Secured file Downloading system
MICI18-048. Step by Step Monitoring for Product Purchasing System.
MICI18-049. System Purchasing Based Sales Analysis.
MICI18-050. Online Cafe Management System

JAVA PROJECTS

MICI18-001. Blocking Unwanted Message in Online Social Network
MICI18-002. Hospital Management System.
MICI18-003. Hotel Booking System
MICI18-004. Online Shopping Cart With Social Recommendation
MICI18-005. Secure Image Scaling and Cropping System.
MICI18-006. Online Shopping Cart Management System.
MICI18-007. A Secure Data Hiding Technique in Compressed Video
MICI18-008. Car Speed Monitoring System
MICI18-009. Online Event Planning System
MICI18-010. Pollution Control Board Administration
MICI18-011. E-Voting Management System

PHP PROJECTS-II

MICI18-001. Complain Management System.
MICI18-002. Courier Tracking Management System
MICI18-003. College Symposium Management System
MICI18-004. Darshan Booking
MICI18-005. Hostel Management System
MICI18-006. OLX System
MICI18-007. Online Task Management System.
MICI18-008. Online Matrimonial System
MICI18-009. Online University.
MICI18-010. Event Management System
MICI18-011. Internal Grading System
MICI18-012. Online Mobile shopping System
MICI18-013. Stock Holding Management system
MICI18-014. Online Temple Booking System
MICI18-015. E-Post Office System
MICI18-016. Human Insurance Administration System
MICI18-017. Human insurance administration.
MICI18-018. Virtual Classroom System
MICI18-019. Semantic Web-Based Student Information System
MICI18-020. Facebook Like application System
MICI18-021. Mobile Store System
MICI18-022. Result Analysis System
MICI18-023. Online product Opinion and Ranking System.
MICI18-024. Development of an e-Post Office System.
MICI18-025. Chat application system in php
MICI18-026. Home appliances online purchase.
MICI18-027. Tagging in online social networks.
MICI18-028. Railway Reservation System
MICI18-029. Textile Shop System
MICI18-030. Water Billing System
MICI18-031. Identity Card Processing System
MICI18-032. Online voting System
MICI18-033. Parking allotment system
MICI18-035. Advance Company Account System.
MICI18-037. E-Tutor Online Jobs.
MICI18-038. Finance Portal System
MICI18-039. Freelancer Job.
MICI18-040. MNC leave management system.
MICI18-041. Online auction bit.
MICI18-042. Question Answering System for an Effective Collaborative Learning
MICI18-043. Searching a image from websites.
MICI18-044. Secured data Collection method.
MICI18-045. Secured file Downloading system
MICI18-046. Statistical Entity Extraction from Web.
MICI18-048. System Purchasing Based Sales Analysis.